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FT BIG READ. BANKING
Europe’s lenders spent two decades and many billions trying to crack the American market, with some
building up excessive risk before the financial crisis. But they have been forced into a humbling withdrawal.
By Laura Noonan

A retreat from Wall Street

W

For the bankers, the biggest reason for
the fall in profits in the US has been regulation. They cite everything from the
Federal Reserve’s 2008/09 decision to
force foreign banks to ringfence and
fully capitalise their US operations by
2016, to global capital rules that struck
at the fixed income businesses which
were the core of Barclays’ and Deutsche’s Wall Street operations.
Frustrated by the European banks’
bureaucracy, the cadre of star dealmakers gradually departed, often setting up
their own operations and taking their
clients with them.
“I went there to create something
great,” says Mr Moelis of his 2007 decision to quit UBS. “I don’t think they
wanted to be great. They wanted to be
good. Some of the European banks,
their mentality was, let’s just get good.”
Christian Meissner, the head of
investment banking for Bank of America from 2010 to late 2018, says “none of
the European banks have been sufficiently consistent about building a business in the US and, while they’ve been
able to attract talent, they’ve rarely
been able to keep it over an extended
period,” he says.
“They really had nothing to bring to
the table but money,” argues the former
CEO of a large European bank. “The US
bankers had little respect for them and

hen HSBC interim chief
executive Noel Quinn
announced a dramatic
overhaul last month to
try to restore the bank’s
fortunes, he took aim at what has now
become a familiar target for European
bank bosses — the US market.
HSBC, which was just last year talking
about adding 50 more retail branches
to its 220-strong US network, is now
closing 30 per cent of its branches after
admitting the division is lossmaking.
Its US trading business is in the line of
fire too; Mr Quinn is cutting its assets
as measured by risk by 45 per cent, a
bigger reduction than HSBC’s businesses elsewhere, after profits from the
US markets business fell by more than
20 per cent last year.
It was the latest humbling withdrawal
by European banks from the US market.
Last year Deutsche abandoned its quest
to be part of Wall Street’s elite by closing
its global equities business and cutting
thousands of jobs. UBS cut back much of
its US bond trading business after the
financial crisis, while Credit Suisse has
pared back its investment bank and left
US private banking in recent years.
These cuts represent a dramatic
retreat from the two decades when
European banks went on an acquisition
spree in the US in a bid to capture part of
the world’s most lucrative banking and
trading markets.
Through deals such as Deutsche’s
1998 acquisition of Bankers Trust,
Credit Suisse’s 2000 takeover of DLJ and
HSBC’s 2003 purchase of consumer
finance business Household, European
banks pumped billions into the pre-crisis US market. Barclays joined the party
later with the most prestigious deal of
them all, the $1.75bn takeover of Lehman Brothers at the height of the crisis.
European banks hired some of Wall
Street’s top dealmakers, won places on
prestigious deals and became big players in areas such as leveraged finance
and fixed-income trading. “From 2002
to 2007 there was tremendous [market]

‘[If you want] money and
capital and size, go to
JPMorgan, Citi, etc. If you
want scale, the European
banks are not there’

‘I’m not sure any large
British bank and maybe
no European bank has
ever made money over a
couple of US credit cycles’
share growth by the Europeans,” says a
senior European investment banker of
that era. “I don’t believe any of those
banks would have got to where they
were organically.”
But those heady ambitions now lie in
tatters.
For some observers, the cuts now
being made are a recognition that few
Europeans have built strong businesses
in the US. “We do not see European
bank management creating value to
their shareholders with US . . . operations and would welcome exit strategies,” says Kian Abouhossein, JPMorgan’s head of European banks analysis.
Yet some of the bankers who were
involved in the expansion believe that it
was a lack of ambition — not overreaching — that has left the European banks
in such a dilemma now.
“It’s very hard to retain the best people in the industry when your goal is to
be number six,” says Ken Moelis, who
was hired by UBS and later founded his
own boutique investment bank.

Glory days
European lenders’ first move on the
American market was in 1978, when
Credit Suisse made what proved to be a
trendsetting investment in top tier Wall
Street advisory firm First Boston.
The Swiss bank took a controlling
stake in its American partner in 1988.
By 1998, Credit Suisse looked to have
cracked one of the world’s most
exclusive clubs, ranking third in US
investment banking fees ahead of both
Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley,
according to Dealogic.
Meanwhile, European banks were
rankled by competition on their home
turf from the likes of Goldman Sachs
and JPMorgan, which arrived in London
in the 1990s and could offer round-theworld services to corporate clients.
Enter Deutsche. In 1998, after years
pondering how to crack the US market,
the German lender set the record for the
largest foreign takeover of an American
bank with its $10bn purchase of Bankers Trust. “There wasn’t a hell of a lot of
discussion,” recalls a Deutsche management board member of that era. “There
was a sense that scale is everything.”
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Two years later, Credit Suisse doubled
down with its $11.5bn acquisition of leveraged buyout specialist DLJ, and UBS
snapped up brokerage Paine Webber for
$12bn that same year. HSBC spent
$14.8bn on Household in 2003.
Bolstered by their acquisitions, the
European investment banks had some
of Wall Street’s most famous rainmakers at their disposal. They included Mr
Moelis, Blair Effron, his colleague at
UBS who set up private equity house
Centerview, and Tony James, who also
worked at Credit Suisse in that era and is
now the number two at private
equity group Blackstone.
“I joined in 2001 and to me it was an
opportunity,” says Mr Moelis. “UBS had
Warburg in Europe, it had just merged
with Paine Webber, they really had nothing in the US, they were merging two
very suboptimal investment banks . . . I
did think I could bring them the US.”
An executive who sat on Deutsche’s
management board at the time of the
Bankers Trust acquisition says the deal
“totally changed the dynamic of the
conversation with senior US bankers
[Deutsche was trying to hire]. Deutsche
Bank had a credible platform overnight.” Deutsche was able to muscle its
way into some landmark deals, including a 2012 mandate to advise AIG on its
return to the public market.
But even in the period before the
financial crisis, which European banks
regard as their heyday in the US, their
record was patchy. Deutsche was the
eighth-biggest earner of investment
banking fees in 2002, its $872m far
behind the $2.6bn earned by market
leader Bank of America. By 2007, Deutsche had fallen to ninth, with $1.6bn of
fees versus JPMorgan’s $4.4bn.
Barclays and UBS also remained outside the top five players in most areas of
investment banking, leaving Credit
Suisse as the only one that really challenged the Americans.
Although their trading operations
expanded, the underlying profitability
was unclear — especially as some profits
were linked to mortgage-related trades
that later registered large losses. Retail
operations also struggled, such as HSBC’s
Household business, which it closed to

new business a few years after buying it.
“I’m not sure any large British bank
and maybe no European bank has ever
made money over a couple of credit
cycles in the US market,” says Paul
Tucker, a former deputy governor of the
Bank of England who is now at Harvard
University.
A former European bank CEO says
banks “went to enormous lengths to disguise” the economics of their US businesses. “They were trying to fool not
only clients but in some cases your own
employees.” If employees had known
how bad it was, they would have decided
it was “better get a job down the road”.
Bob Diamond, chief executive of Barclays when it bought Lehman, stands
firm. “They were all real, with the
exception of subprime,” he says of the
profits that Barclays enjoyed in that
period. “And that was pretty much true
across the industry.”
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What went wrong
Many executives believe that the seeds
for their decline were laid in that precrisis period. “European banks had a
false dawn,” says one senior investment
banker, adding that from 2012 to 2019
their fortunes went down in a “straight
vertical line”.
European policymakers say the
region’s banks were allowed to take
excessive risk. Unlike in Europe, the US
has had an absolute cap on leverage
since 1981. European banks expanded
their balance sheets to 60 times their
common equity in the run-up to the crisis, versus 35 times leverage at their US
peers. “(There were) abject failures of
supervision. Partly regulatory failures
as well,” says one former official.
In the decade since the financial crisis,
the relative weakness of the European
economy compared with the US has left
the continent’s banks at a disadvantage.
The US industry also benefited from the
more proactive approach to bailing out
banks after the crisis. “The government
capital that helped put those guys hack
on their feet meant that those competitors came back,” says one Credit
Suisse banking executive. “I thought
those guys would pay a heavier price for
being wrong and have to struggle.”

Ken Moelis, former UBS executive,
says the European banks were not
adventurous enough

felt super-entitled to rip them off.”
He adds that while Goldman “steered
by the wind and stars like Polynesian
sailors” as it allocated capital into areas
of high returns and pulled back when
markets turned, European companies
were “highly structured” in their planning and not responsive enough to
changing conditions.
Nowhere was this more evident than
at Deutsche, which last summer finally
made the kind of cuts to its investment
bank that rivals Barclays and UBS had
made more than five years earlier and
US banks made earlier still.
Deutsche insiders now privately
accept that mistakes were made. Top
management believed changes in the
industry — such as new capital requirements and lower fees — would be temporary and the bank paid a catastrophic
price, racking up cumulative groupwide pre-tax losses of almost €7bn in
the five years to the end of 2019.

Next steps
HSBC’s Mr Quinn said last week that his
bank could get “acceptable returns”
over the medium term from a transformed US operation. Deutsche made
similar arguments last summer when it
announced cuts.
Still, most outsiders are downbeat
about the Europeans’ prospects, arguing that technology has made scale
more important than ever in investment banking, while negative interest
rates in Europe leave the continent’s
banks with a weaker financial base.
“You have this bifurcation,” says Mr
Moelis. “[If you want] money and capital and size, go to JPMorgan, Citi etc. If
you want scale, they [European banks]
are not there. If you want nimble and
smart you’re going to go to us [boutiques]. The middle is the killing field.”
The future of European banks on Wall
Street is “linked to a bigger question”,
Mr Tucker says. “In the new geopolitics,
can you be a serious continent without
global universal banks?” The British
view, he says, has been that ownership
of the banking sector is not an issue “so
long as finance is open, sound and honest, and the domestic economy well
served”. But he adds: “The Paris view
has been no, we need big international
firms who somehow are aligned in a
loose but meaningful way with our
national or continental interest.”
An American firm’s investment banking head singles out Barclays as “the
only one that has a shot” but says it is “as
much of an American firm as they are a
European one” thanks to the Lehman
acquisition.
One senior European investment
banker is even more dismissive: “There
was a brief period in 2000-07 when it
was possible to compete as a global
investment bank with headquarters
outside the US. We’re back to investment banking being an exclusively US
industry.”

